
From: Vankeerbergen, Bernadette
To: Williams, Kristi
Cc: Weinberg, Bruce; Haddad, Deborah
Subject: Sociology 4189.03
Date: Monday, April 23, 2012 9:28:54 AM

Dear Kristi,
 
On Friday, April 20, the ASCC SBS Panel reviewed Sociology 4189.03.
 
Before taking a vote on the course, the Panel would like the following points addressed:

X189s are numbers set aside for field experience and fieldwork. Sociology 4189.01 is
“Fieldwork in Sociology” and 4189.02 is “Fieldwork in Criminology and Criminal Justice.”
Sociology 4189.03 syllabus does not mention the concept. The panel would like to see an
elaboration of the nature of the field work in the course.
Panel is curious about the requested 3 credit hours compared to the workload. Would it be
possible to look at syllabus for Sociology 589.02 “Field work in Sociology: Criminology and
Criminal Justice” and, if possible, Sociology 589.01 “Fieldwork in Sociology”? A further
explanation of the work load, including readings (if any) and the assignments (inside and
outside of class) for Sociology 4189.03 would also be helpful.
(The syllabus mentions a Pass/Fail grade where it should be S/U.)

 
I will keep the course in my curriculum.osu.edu queue for now. Please send the supplementary
materials to me via e-mail. However, if in order to answer the questions above you actually had
rather submit a revised syllabus (as opposed to separate documents), please let me know and I will
then send the course back to your queue to remove the old syllabus and upload a new one.
 
Should you have any questions about this feedback, don’t hesitate to contact me or Professor
Bruce Weinberg, Chair of ASCC SBS Panel (cc’d on this e-mail).
 
Best regards,
Bernadette
 
Bernadette Vankeerbergen, Ph.D.
Program Manager, Curriculum and Assessment
Arts and Sciences
The Ohio State University
154D Denney Hall
164 W 17th Ave.
Columbus, OH 43210
Phone: 614-688-5679
Fax: 614-292-6303
http://asccas.osu.edu
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